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Stocks Jump in a Light Trading Week
with investors taking a break for the thanksgiving holiday, trading activity was 
relatively light last week. a few positive economic reports (including data that 
showed a long-awaited uptick in chinese manufacturing), along with some  
short-covering, were enough to push stocks higher. For the week, the Dow Jones 
industrial average climbed 3.4% to 13,009, the s&P 500 index rose 3.6% to 1,409 
and the nasdaq composite advanced 4.0% to 2,966. in the coming weeks, we  
expect investor attention to return to two of the key risks facing markets: the Us 
fiscal cliff and europe’s ongoing debt problems.

Inching Closer to the Fiscal Cliff
last week brought little news on the fiscal cliff issue, and there is still much to be done 
if politicians are to be successful in negotiating an economy-friendly compromise. the 
main issue at this point appears to be the disagreement between President obama 
and congressional republicans over whether or not tax rates for upper-income 
americans should rise. republicans have agreed that additional tax revenues are 
needed, but they would much prefer to see this come about by eliminating deductions 
than by increasing marginal rates. For his part, President obama is insisting tax 
rates revert back to their pre-Bush-era levels for those with higher incomes.

For investors, this debate is the key issue to watch. any signs of progress in 
resolving the differences over tax rates would raise the odds of a broader fiscal 
cliff deal and would be equity-market friendly. this would be particularly true if a 
compromise could be reached in which marginal rates do not rise. if we do not see 
any signs of progress in this debate, it is likely that broader negotiations will drag 
on over the next several weeks, which would put stocks under renewed pressure.

europe’s Debt Woes Persist
of course, the United states is not alone in terms of facing fiscal problems. 
europe’s ongoing debt crisis remains a source of market risk, with the current 
focus on both Greece and spain. Greece’s high debt burden has long been a  
source of tension and, in recent weeks, european politicians and the international 
monetary Fund have been squabbling over how to reduce it. Greece is due the next 
in a series of installment loans, but european policymakers have yet to release the 
funds. an agreement to do so could come as early as this week, but if the funds 
are not released, the pressure on Greece would intensify and we would likely see 
an escalation of global financial market volatility.
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in spain, investor attention is focused on the aftermath of regional elections that 
occurred in catalonia over the weekend, with many wondering whether the spanish 
government will request a formal bailout to help ease the country’s economic 
problems. should spain move forward with such a request, it would likely lead the 
way for a series of purchases of short-term spanish debt by the european central 
Bank. such a scenario would be good news for investors, since it would signal that 
spain is finally getting serious about addressing its persistent fiscal problems.

Investment Idea to Consider: municipal bonds
notwithstanding last week’s rally in stocks, markets are still highly vulnerable  
to headline risk given all the uncertainties investors are facing. while we do 
recommend continued overweight position in stocks versus bonds (particularly  
for those investors with longer time horizons), one area of the fixed income market 
that bears a closer look is municipal bonds.

municipals have long been sought out due to their relative tax advantages, but 
today the asset class looks particularly attractive relative to other areas of the 
fixed income market, particularly treasuries. Historically, treasuries have out-
yielded municipal bonds on a pre-tax basis, making up the difference after tax. 
today, municipal bonds are actually offering a higher yield than treasuries before 
tax. For some historical context, over the past 30 years, the 10-year treasury  
has yielded an average of roughly 60 basis points more than an index of general 
obligation munis of equivalent maturity. Using that same measure, munis are  
out-yielding 10-year treasuries by 170 basis points today. 

in other words, even before taking into account their tax advantage, municipal 
bonds are offering superior yields—a critical point for those investors who are 
looking for additional sources of income. Given the prospects for elevated market 
volatility and higher tax rates, we have a particularly favorable view toward munis 
and would recommend investors turn some attention to this area of the market.
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